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Opening questionnaire 
*NOTE: The questionnaire only appears on-screen at the start of Chapter 4 if 

you don’t use a save from Chapter 3 (which you can transfer over automatically).
e.g. This is an example of what this will look like on screen: 

IMPORTANT: If you use a save from Chapter 3, then it’s important to know 
if Dee took her birth control pills before a phone call from Cassandra on Day 41. 

If you selected “Take the pill” then later on in Chapter 4, you will have the 
option to either try for a baby with your daughter, or not. 

     If you selected “Answer the phone”, then Dee will fall pregnant at some point 
before the game ends. 

     So be sure to check which option you picked on the morning of Day 41 for 
your daughter if you’re going to start Chapter 4 by using a save from Ch3. 

             



NOTE: If you don’t use a save from Chapter 3, then you will be required to 
manually put in your answers during the questionnaire, 

similar to what was required at the start of Chapters 1 and 2. 

One of those questions is:

    

                      If you choose YES, then later on in Chapter 4, you will have the option to 
either try for a baby with your daughter, or not. 

     If you choose NO, then Dee will fall pregnant at some point before the game 
end. So be sure to choose wisely here. 



IMPORTANT: For anyone who wants to stay on the Martin/F sharing path.

If you use a save from the end of Ch3, then you will have to make sure that 
before the end of the last chapter, that you:

- have the Martin/F Sharing path set to “Yes” 
- chose “Ask Martin” to keep an eye out for D at the competition afterparty on 

Day 42
- chose “Have sex with D” during the mansion room scene with D and F

If you fail to do these three things, then the Martin/F sharing path will not 
continue after Day 45.  

If you DON’T use a save from the end of Ch3, then you will be required to 
manually enter in your answers for three questions regarding Martin.

The answers you need to choose if you want the Martin/F sharing path to 
continue are in BOLD BLUE below.

They will be: 
- Are you on the Martin/F Sharing path? Yes / No
- Who did F and Georgina ask to keep an eye out for D at the afterparty? 

Ruby / Martin
                        - What did D do with Martin? oral pleasures / Have sex

Naturally, you can change the Martin/F sharing path from Yes to No (or vice-
versa) in the Relationships menu whenever you want to.

Day 43

D and F at the doctors

• Her father -2 LOVE PTS / Her partner +2 LOVE PTS

D and F at the doctors

• Understand her +2 LOVE PTS / Convince her -2 LOVE PTS

F and D receive a message from Martin (Martin path)

*NOTE: This scene only happens if you are on the Martin path. However, if 
you have one of the girls set to YES, you will receive a text message from one of them 
instead. 



F and D receive a message from Elena (Elena path)

*NOTE: This scene only happens if you are on the Elena path.

F and D receive a message from Jennifer (Jennifer path)

*NOTE: This scene only happens if you are on the Jennifer path.

F and D receive a message from Georgina (Georgina path)

*NOTE: This scene only happens if you are on the Georgina path. 

F and D receive a message from Georgina and Elena (Georgina+Elena 
path)

*NOTE: This scene only happens if you are on the Georgina plus the Elena 
path. You will receive a message from both girls.

F and D receive a message from Elena and Jennifer (Elena+Jennifer path)

*NOTE: This scene only happens if you are on the Elena plus the Jennifer 
path. You will receive a message from both girls.

D and F go hiking

• Tease her -2 LOVE PTS / Compliment her +2 LOVE PTS

D and F watch the sunset

• Cup her breasts +1 LOVE PT

D and F have sex in a tent

• Lay-down doggy / Face-to-face
• Change positions / Cum

*NOTE: As soon as you choose “Cum”, the sex scene will conclude. 



Day 44

D and F inside the cave

• Straight +5 LOVE PTS

*NOTE: If you choose “Left”, you will find a bag with a sex toy in it that you 
can use on your daughter later that night.

*How To Get Out of the Cave (Mini-Game)

You will have to click on the correct arrows in the right order to get out of the 
cave. 

The order is: LEFT > RIGHT > LEFT +5 LOVE PTS

*NOTE: If you choose “Give up”, you will automatically get out of the cave. 
However, you will lose -5 LOVE PTS

*How to get the special item in the cave

We’ve placed a specific item on one of the paths in the cave. If you manage to 
find it, then there will be a special reward for you in a future update. 

For anyone who has played our other game “Sunshine Love”, this item will be 
pretty familiar to you. 

The order is: LEFT > RIGHT > RIGHT > SPECIAL ITEM, then DOWN > 
LEFT to get out of the cave. 

D and F down by the lake

• I agree -2 LOVE PTS  / What about…? +2 LOVE PTS 

• Stay +5 LOVE PTS

D and F head home

• Play with her breast / Tease her inner thigh
• Continue / Stop



• Keep doing it -4 LOVE PTS / Stop +4 LOVE PTS 

F gives D a full-body massage

• Continue as you are +2 LOVE PTS

• *Pull her cheeks apart

*NOTE: *This option is only available if the “anal” path set to YES

• Finger her / *Use the sex toy

*NOTE: “Use the sex toy” option is only available if you chose “Left” when 
you were looking for Dee in the cave. 

F and D sex scene

• Let her ride you / Grind against her ass
   

*NOTE: *You can only choose one of these sex positions above

• Continue / *Try anal

*NOTE: This option is only available if the “anal” path set to YES

F and D go to bed

• I agree +2 LOVE PTS / I’m not sure -2 LOVE PTS

Day 45

D phone conversation with Martin (Martin path)

NOTE: If you chose for Martin to “Have sex with D” in the mansion 
room on Day 42 (during Chapter 3), then the Martin/F sharing path will continue here. 

Martin will return to Seaside later in Chapter 4. 

However, if you chose for Martin to receive “Oral pleasures” from D 
in the mansion room on Day 42 (during Chapter 3), then the Martin/F sharing path will end 
here. (This path will now be set to “No”.)

It will also end if you are on the Martin/F sharing path and Martin did 



not go up to the mansion room with D and F on Day 42 (during Chapter 3). (This path will 
now be set to “No”.)

If you want to remain on the Martin/F sharing path after this scene, 
simply go to the Relationship menu and change the status from “No” to “Yes”.


